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See reverse side for warnings:

The Pit Bull Forward Handle Rear Stand was released 
in 2003 as an alternative to traditional motorcycle 
rear stands.  The stand is height adjustable and width 
adjustable and designed to be used from the left side 
of the motorcycle.

The Forward Handle Rear stand is available in both 
Spooled and non-Spooled(Standard) form, and either 
version can be converted to the other with the addi-
tion of just a couple pieces available separately.   

To Use:
First set the width of the spooled or standard style top supports using the included 
thumb adjusters.  Start on a smooth, level surace.  Tilt bike to vertical and balance in 
position using your left hand on the handlebar of the bike.  Using your right hand, bring 
stand into position as shown in the photo above.  Hook the spools with the “V” shaped 
top supports or position rubber pads in a spot for lifting.   
WARNING: Bikes with severe swingarm angles may require provisions to prevent slip-
page.
Push down on handle of stand to lift bike, allowing steel end plug to rests on the 
ground.  If lower cross-bar contacts tire of motorcycle, adjust height of top supports 
using 6mm hex wrench.  To lower bike, simply hold the left handlebar with your left 
hand and prepare to balance the bike, then lift the handle of the stand.  If you have a 
side stand, you can use your foot to bring it down after the handle clears the side 
stand.
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Warnings for using Forward Handle Rear Stands:pit bull

-  Check all bolts for tightness before lifting the motorcycle every time you lift the motorcycle.

-  Check stand for physical damage before use.  Do not lift your motorcycle if the stand has sustained
physical damage.

-  Do not sit on the motorcycle while motorcycle is supported by the stand.

-  Do not start the motorcycle while motorcycle is supported by the stand.

-  Do not strap the motorcycle down while motorcycle is supported by the stand.

-  Avoid prolonged exposure to salt(including salty air) and/or harsh chemicals as they might harmfully
affect the stand’s corrosion resistance.


